This note proves the inconsistency of Sraffa's Standard Commo dity with the Marxian approach. It also shows to be wrong his de duction that non-basic sectors have no effect on the dectermina tion of prices and the rate of profit.
1.
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Sraffa' s position on the influence of non-basic products upon the rate of profit, is well known as opposed to Marx' s contention that non-basics affect the rate of profit through the average or ganic composition of capital.
Before sraffa, Bortkiewicz (1907) , through his three sector model that deals with the "transformation problem" offered a mathematical "demonstration" of Marx' s suppoesedly erroneous tion on this point. (See Sweezy 1942 , Winternitz 1948 , May Seton 1957 , Samuelson 1971 and Dobb 1973 . But Bortkiewicz' s posi-1948, apparent demonstration is based on a subtle algebraic mistake: indeed, he found out that the value of the rate of profit could be expre� sed as a function of the parameters of sector' s I and II ("ba sics") without any explicit reference to the parameters of Sector III ("non-basic"). Surprisingly he was unaware that simultaneously the basic sectors' parameters could be expressed as functions of the non-basic sector's parameters, through the parameters of the system as whole, so that his demonstration led precisaly to the op posite result (1) . With regard to this point May (1948) pointed out that the relevant parameters "are not made independent merely by our failure to write down some explicit relations between them" • And May concluded: "As it stands, (Bortkiewicz' s and Winternitz's) conclusion is merely the result of an implicit assumption that va riables are independet until proved otherwise".
(1) For instance, constant capital used in sector I, Cl, can be expressed also as total constant capital used in the system as a whole, C, less constant capital used in sectors II and III, Cl = C -C2 -C3, and so on, with the result that the rate of profit appears as a function of the explicit para meters of the non-basic sector -III.
It can be said at the outset that Sraffa's demonstration, wi dely accepted today and similar to Bortkiewicz's, is also based on a logical mistake. However, the exposition of Sraffa's mistake is not as simple, because his model is mora general and complex, and because it is not based on values as parameters. But, first of all, let' s us recall Sraffa's demonstration:
"Since by the same act (eliminating from the system the equa tion representing the production of a 'l uxury' good) we elimi nate an unknown (the price of that good) which only appears in that equation, the remaining equations still form a determina te system which will be satisfied by the solutions of the lar ger system. On the other hand, if we eliminated one of the o ther, non-luxury, equations, the number of unknowns would not thereby be diminished since the commodity in question appears among the means of production in the other equations and the system would become indeterminatE:: ". (Sraffa 1960 , section 6).
"It is to be noted that the absence of the non-basic indus_ tries from the standard System does not prevent the latter from being equivalent in its effects to the original System since, as we have seen (section 6), their presence or absence makes no difference to the determination of prices and the ra te of profits". (Sraffa 1960, sect. 35) .
It is clear from the outsed that Sraffa's d�monstration is based, similarly to Bortkiewicz's, on that implicit assumption that "basics" prices are independent of "non-basicsll prices because his equation system does not exhibit an explicit relationship in this direction. But, as May remarked regarding Bortkiewicz's and
Winternitz's models, variables "are not made independent merely by our failure to write down SOme explicit relation between them".
Thus, if the influence of "non-basicsll prices on "basics" prices is demonstrated, following Sraffa's own logical development, it is also demonstrated that Sraffa' s argument is not a demonstration at all but a mere erroneous assumption, an unjustifiable assumption which contradicts the very internal logic of the own model, as will be shown below.
At the root of Sraffa' s fundamental theoretical construction and conclusions, one finds the concept of a "balancing propostion"
(or "critical proportion") of labor "means of production". "Sraffa 1960, Chap. III). For the argument under consideration this concept is essential, so we recall Sraffa's own definition of it:
"Starting from the situation in which the whole of the natio nal income goes to labour, we imagine wages to be reduced: a rate of profits will thereby arise". 
where r is the general rate of profits.
On the other hand, according to its definition, and according to Sraffa' s own system of equations, the general rate of profit can be written as total sum of profits I total sum of values of the means of production (total capital;, that is: Therefore, from (6) and (7) n 1: 6( w. Li) n 1: Ki 6(w. Lb) Kb
(B)
Because Li remains constant for every i (the issue is exami ned "on the assumption that the methods of production remain un changed" I Sraffa 1960, Sect. 13.) I equation (8) can also be written
Th'"us, Sraffa's definition of a "balancing " or "critical" pro portion boils down to an identity with the proportion of labor to means of production of the economy as a whole, L/K for short.
But, because E Li as well as E Ki are obtained from the addi tion of all sectors, i "" 1 ... n, including both "basics" and "non -basics", it is obvious that L/K cannot remain unchanged when "non-basics" are excluded from the system (except in the extremely special case that every "non-basic" happens to have "a proportion"
identical to the original L/K) .
Therefore, if a "basid' sector 3:: has a "balancing" (or "criti_ cal") proportion in the original system (before any non-basic is excluded from the system) it cannot have a "balancing" proportion in the resultant system (after some or all basics are excluded from the original system) . Because that basic sector's proportion in question has necessarily remained constant (both Li and Ki are cons tant) while L/K has forcibly changed.
If for the basic sector � in question "the proceeds of the wa ge-reduction would provide exactly what was required for the pay ment of profits at the general rate", with prices unchanged, in the original system, these proceeds cannot accomplish the same fate in the resultant system precisely because, in the latter, sector � is not a "balancing" sector. In other words, in order to grant the payment of profits at the general rate, the price of sector � Can remain constant in the original system but it would have to change in the resultant system. Thus, the price of basic sector � cannot be the same within the original system and within the resultant sy� tern. That is, the price of basic sector � must change when "non-ba sic" sectors are excluded from the original system. Then, Sraffa I S deduction that "their (non-basics') presence or absence makes no difference to the determination of p � ices" is wrong. And because the exclusion of non-basics changes the prices of basics, and because the rate of profit depends explicitly upon the latter, it is obvious that the exclusion of non-basics from the original system also changes the rate of profit. Now, it is clear that there may not exist even one basic sec tor whose proportion of labor to means of production is exactly e qual to L/K. But this fact has no effect whatsoever on the above conclusion because, in general, the change in L/K only means that the position of every sector with respect to the hypothetical "ba lancing" proportion (which is L/K itself in practice) is not the same within the original system and within the resultant system.
And this is the only essential fact for the argument under conside ration. In other words, and generally speaking, the magnitude (and even the direction) of the necessary change in the price of every sector to bring its rate of profits to equality with the general rate is not the same within the original system and within the re sultant system.
When sectoral interconnections of price movements are allowed into the analysis, the above conclusion is even strange. Because the position of every sector with respect to the "balancing" pro portion will depend now not only upon its own proportio� of lahor to means of production, but also upon the proportion of lahor to means of production of each of the means of production used by eve ry sector, upon "the proportion" of each of the means of production used to produce the above means of production, and so on, as Sraffa himself explains. So, when L/K changes, the position of every sec tor with respect to the "balancing" proportion will change not on ly because of its own "proportion" but also because of these other "proportions", with the result that even a sector a having a LalKa higher than LclKc of another sector � in the original system, can exhibit LalKa lower than Lc/Kc in the resultant system.
AN INVARIABLE MEASURE OF VALUE AND THE STANDARD COMMODITY
In the best tradition of the classical economists, Sraffa undertakes the explicit search for an invariable measure of value (real income, see Sect. 5). He starts from Ricardo's demonstration that no individual commodity is capable of fulfilling this role.
But unlike Smith, Ricardo, Marx and even Keynesr instead of turning his sight towards labor (or employment) he attemps to demonstrate that the required properties, which any individual commodity cann ot exhibit, can be found in a Special Composite Commodity he calls the 'Standard Commodity.'
The first peculiarity of the 'standard commodity' is its "ba lancing" or "critical" proportion of labor to means of production.
But this is not enough for a composite commodity to become a standard commodity. It is also required that the means of production used to produce such commodity have a "balancing" proportion, that the means of production of these means of production have also a "balancing" proportion, and so on .
•. " in all sucessive layers of the industry's aggregate means of production without limit". This is called by Sraffa the "recurrence" condition. (Sraffa 1960, sect. 21 ) .
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REVISTA DE ECONOMETRIA Sraffa himself explains that "the perfect composite commodity, in which the requirements are fulfilled to the letter, is one which consists of the same commodities (combined in the same proportions) as does the aggregate of its own means of production in other words, such that both product and means of production are quantities of the self-same composite commodity". (1960, Sect. 24) .
Inmediately, Sraffa proceeds to demonstrate that from any actual system, a standard commodity can always be constructed by chopping the unwanted parts from the former.
It becomes obvious, then, that the standard commodity contains only "basics", excluding every "non-basic". But Sraffa, ba sed on what he thought to be a demonstration but shown like to be a simple erroneous assumption about the role of the non-basic�went directly to the wrong conclusion that "the absence of the non-ba sic industries from the standard system does not prevent the lat ter from being equivalent in its effects to the original system s� ce, as we have seen, their presence or absence makes to difference to the determination of prices and the rate of profits". (1960, sect.
35) •
Actually, as was demonstrated in section 1, the exclusion of "non-basic" industries indeed changes prices and the rate of pro fits. Thus, the right conclusionJ is exactly the OPPosite: the standard system cannot be equivalent in its effects to the origi nal system. Specifically, because L/K is not the same within the origi nal system and within the standard system, any commodity (or set of commodities) with a "balancing" or "critical" proportion (of l� bor to means of production) within the standard system cannot have a "balancing" proportion within the original system. Thus, the standard commodity, and the means of production with which the stan dard commodity is produced, and the means of production with which those means of production are produced, etc., have by necessity a "balancing" proportion within the standard system, but this does not mean they have a "balanCing" proportion wi thin the original sy� tem. In other words, the standard commodity has an "invariable" prl ce and thus is an invariable standard of value within the standard NOVEMBRO DE 1984 131 system but it has a "variable" price and thus is not an invariable standard of value within the original system. In other words, be cause no actual system fulfills the extreme peculiarities required by a standard system, Sraffa has adopted as an invariable standard of value for the analysiS of the actual system something wich is not an invariable standard of value at al1 2 .
3.
CONCLUSION
It goes without saying that any conclusion about the actual system, obtained from the properties of the standard system and the simultaneous assumption that this system is equivalent in its effects to the actual system, becomes equally invalidated. Among these, Sraffa's conclusion that a linear relationship between the wage-rate and the rate of profits must be underlined (1960r sect. 30). When the error under consideration is correctedr this linear relationship disappears because the rate of profits be comes a function of both the wage-rate and L/K (which changes with any change of "basics" prices in the actual system but not in the standard system) .
Thenr quite aside from Sraffa's other great contributions to economic theorYr it must be concluded that with his standard commo dity he failed t o provide an invariable standard of value diffe rent from the labor theory of value's long lasting invariable stan dard.
2 It is also obvious that the proportions of the basics (with each other) are not the same within the original system and the standard system. This suffi ces, even if the actual system has no "non-basics" whatsoever, for a "balan cing" commodity within the standard system to become a "non-balancing" Commo dity within the original system. Indeed� this is the most general case.
But it is not strange that Sraffa did not analyze this case because his essential error was to lose sight of the connection his model makes between 11K and his own definition of a "balancing" proportion.
